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Success Criteria
Year 3

• I can move and dodge into space to help my team.

• I can move with a ball towards goal with increasing control.

• I understand why it is important to warm up.

Year 4

• I can dodge to lose a defender.

• I can explain what happens in my body when I warm up.

• I can help my team keep possession and score goals when I play in attack.

YEAR 3/4

Tag Rugby
Lesson 6

Learning Objective
To be able to dodge a defender and move into space when running towards the goal.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Push off your outside foot to change direction.

Run to space where there are no defenders.

Equipment
Cones x 30

Rugby balls x 15

Tag rugby belts x 30

Team bands x 16
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Tag belts on.
 

Dishes and domes:
Place cones out in the teaching area. Turn half of the cones so they are pointing upwards like a dome and half of the cones pointing downwards like a dish.

A Split the class into two teams, one team must turn the dishes over to make them domes and the other team must turn the domes over to make dishes. Play for one minute then

stop and count which team turned over the most cones.

Rules:

Pupils cannot move the cones from their space.

Pupils cannot turn the same cone over twice in a row.

B Repeat the game but this time, pupils can tag (by removing a tag) from one another when they are trying to turn a cone. If tagged they are not allowed to turn that cone and must

find another. If pupils tag someone they must return the tag before continuing play.

Bend low and push off to change direction.

 
Warming up:
Ask pupils why it is important to warm up. What happens to their body when they warm up?

Teacher note: It is important to warm up as it prepares our body for exercise. When we warm up we take in more oxygen which our muscles need for exercise. Oxygen is carried in our

blood to the muscles.
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Cone touch:
Using the cones laid out, pupils jog around the area touching the cones with their hand as they pass.

Bend down low and push off hard to change direction.

Challenge: How many cones can they touch in 30 seconds? Reinforce the teaching points.

Repeat. Can they beat their score?

 

Dodge the gate:
Half of the pupils are the defenders. They each collect two cones of the same colour and place them 4m apart to make a gate. The defenders must stay in their own gate. The rest of the

class are the attackers and must score points by running through a defender’s gate. The defenders must try to tag an attacker by taking their tag as they move through their gate. If the

defender gets a tag, they shout ‘tag’ and must give it back to the attacker before they can continue.

Encourage the attackers to recognise that if they haven’t lost the defender on the first attempt to get past, they need to move again.

Move at speed to lose a defender.

Use quick changes of direction to get past the defenders.

Challenge: How many gates can they go through in 1 minute? Change the attackers and defenders over.

Make this harder for the attackers by making the gates smaller.
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4v4:
Pupils play 4v4 across an area approx. 10m x 15m.

Teacher note: Netball thirds work well for this activitiy.

Rules

If tagged, pupils stop running and have seconds to pass before placing their tag back on their belt.
When tagging someone, shout ‘tag’ and hand back the tag.
Ball must be passed backwards or sideways.
If the defending team make three tags in one attacking play they win the ball.

Teacher note: After each tag, encourage attacking pupils to spread out across the teaching area. This will help to create gaps to for them to attack into.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Were you able to dodge effectively?

How does this help your team?

Was there a time when there was a better option than to try to dodge past a defender?

What was it?


